
Art print with hanger

Short description: Museum-quality art print with a solid wood hanger

Long description: Transform your artwork into a contemporary, premium print that
comes ready to hang. Our slimline wooden poster hangers come with a
discrete magnetic fastening to keep your prints perfectly secure.
Hand-crafted from beautiful, solid wood, our picture hangers are
ideal for displaying prints using a simple, contemporary design.

Your design is Giclée printed onto our premium Enhanced Matte Art
(EMA) paper, finished and supplied to your customer with our hand-
crafted solid wooden poster hangers.

EMA is a high quality heavyweight fine art print material with a
smooth, clean finish. This museum-grade paper showcases full colour
graphics or illustrations in stunning, vibrant detail.

Available in a variety of colours including black, white and natural oak,
the smart and stylish wooden poster hangers come with a discrete
magnetic fastening to keep your print  perfectly secure.
We have a range of different size options between 30 and 100cm to
suit prints of all sizes, in both portrait and landscape orientations.

Please note: prints sized A4 or smaller will come in an envelope; all
other sizes will come in a cardboard tube with recycled plastic ends.

Features: - Magnetic wooden strips hold your print in place without tearing or
marking
- Available in black, white and natural oak
- Each hanging kit contains four wooden strips and colour coordinated
hanging cords
- Range of sizes between 30 and 100cm, in both portrait and
landscape orientations
- The wooden strips cover up to 1.5cm of the print, top _and_ bottom
(depending on print placement).
- Wooden poster hangers - without prints - are available to  purchase
separately.

Texture: Smooth

Finish: Matt

Whiteness: Natural white

Wholesale price: From £7.00

SKU prefix: POSTER-HANGER

Manufacturing time: 24-72h
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Manufacturing locations: UK EU US

Sizes: 6x8" to A0

Product materials: Fine art paper, Wood

Eco properties:

Water-based inks Sustainably sourced paper or
wood

Local fulfilment Plastic-free

Printing method: Giclée

Image requirements: jpg, 300dpi recommended

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid spiral-wound cardboard tubes.
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